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Seasonal Turn beds that regulate temperature
Offering all the comfort and support you’d expect from a Harrison bed, the Essential
collection has been hand crafted with high spring counts and sumptuous natural fillings.
Turn your mattress twice a year to coincide with the change of seasons and feel the
benefits of the temperature regulating technology. The insulating layers keep you warm
in the winter while the breathable layers keep you cool in the summer.
Because people come in all shapes and sizes, so do our beds. Hand built by skilled
artisans, your Harrison bed can be tailored to your preferred length, width and firmness,
for a bespoke night’s sleep.
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The Sleep Tailors
We all love a good sleep and with good reason. Sleep restores,
rejuvenates and makes us feel human again. It powers our dreams
and plays a vital role in our health and wellbeing throughout our lives.
Since we all sleep differently, we think beds should all be different too.
That’s why at Harrison, we tailor ours to the size and firmness of your
choice, using the finest natural materials. This is why, whatever kind of
sleep you enjoy, there’s no better place to enjoy it than a Harrison Essential
collection bed.
You see at Harrison we don’t just make beds. We make a great night’s sleep.
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Our 300 acre farm plays host to our
sheep, and an array of wildlife and
crops. The perfect place to create
a good night’s sleep.

Our beds are home-grown
When it comes to the fillings for our beds, only the very best
will do. So, to meet our exacting standards for quality there
was only one option - we had to grow them ourselves.
At our farm in North Yorkshire that’s
exactly what we do. Here we rear
Texel, Mule, Suffolk and Zwartbles
sheep that supply us with pure-grade
wool for our fillings; wool that is
amongst the thickest, strongest and
softest you’ll find in a mattress.
We also grow flax and hemp. Hemp is
carbon-neutral and carefully nurtured
without the use of pesticides. In
fact, all our fillings in the Essential
collection are naturally sourced, from
mohair and wool through to the finest
Egyptian cotton and cashmere.
Each mattress contains our natural
fillings, along with our Resilient
Ecofibre. This Resilient Ecofibre is
a mattress filling that is composed
of recycled materials, creating a

sustainable mattress pad, which is
also fully recyclable at the end of the
mattresses lifetime. This in keeping
with our commitment to become
world leaders in sustainable mattress
manufacturing. These are perfectly
supported by our award-winning
spring technology which makes our
Essential collection unique.
The springs ensure the natural fillings
don’t settle and the mattress retains its
shape night after night.
Growing our own fillings can take time
of course, but it’s worth it. After all,
we take great comfort from knowing
that everything that goes into our
luxurious beds is as sustainable as
possible, making little impact on the
environment. This helps us, and you,
rest easier.
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Luxurious ingredients
When we create a Harrison bed we only use the finest natural ingredients,
each one helping to achieve the ideal balance of comfort and support.
It’s the perfect recipe for a truly indulgent night’s sleep.
Wool

Egyptian cotton

Soft, springy and naturally supportive, wool resists
wear and retains its elasticity over time, making it
ideal as a core mattress filling. Adept at wicking away
moisture, wool helps to regulate body temperature,
keeping you warm and dry as you sleep. It is also
antibacterial, anti-static and as it’s inherently fireretardant, there’s no need to use chemicals
in any of the fillings within our beds.

Softer and longer than standard cotton, its superfine strands are surprisingly strong and resistant
to stress, so that it retains its properties over the
lifetime of your mattress. Perfect for wicking away
moisture, Egyptian cotton is highly breathable
yet excellent at holding heat, for an airy sleeping
environment in the summer and a cosy one in the
winter.

Mohair

Hemp

Softer, smoother and even stronger than wool,
mohair has fine silky fibres that give it a lustrous
texture and a luxurious feel. Mohair insulates
without absorbing heat and is naturally antibacterial,
promoting a fresh, dry sleeping environment.
Lightweight, yet surprisingly tough.

Grown completely naturally without pesticides, the
hemp plant absorbs carbon dioxide and thus helps
reverse climate change. Blended with other organic
fibres it becomes stronger and more durable. But
the real beauty is that it’s absorbent, yet naturally
resistant to mildew which keeps beds fresh and
hygienic.

Cotton
A biodegradable vegetable fibre harvested from the
cotton plant, this material has been used in textiles
for thousands of years. Cotton is highly absorbent,
it’s ability to wick away damp helps to keep you dry
and cool, and its robust molecular structure makes
it naturally supportive. A highly breathable fibre,
cotton has non-allergenic properties that promote a
more restful night’s sleep.

Kapok
Otherwise known as ‘tree silk’ this light and lustrous
fibre is obtained from the seed pods of the Kapok
tree. Kapok helps to regulate your body temperature,
keeping you warm in winter and cool in summer,
whilst being remarkably strong and super soft makes
it an ideal luxury mattress filling.
Alpaca
This luxuriously soft yet durable fibre has the luster
of silk and due to containing no lanolin is naturally
hypoallergenic. Known for its softness, alpaca wool is
inherently softer and warmer than sheep’s wool, with
excellent moisture wicking properties.

Viscose

Cashmere

Versatile and lightweight, viscose is often seen as a
man-made fibre, however it is a cellulose derived
from the wood pulp of eucalyptus, beech and pine
trees. Viscose blends well with other natural fibres
making it a perfect mattress filling. Providing a fresh
night’s sleep due to its breathability.

Soft, smooth and highly resilient, cashmere’s durable
fibres are more lightweight and insulating than other
wools.
Silk
One of the strongest natural fibres, silk has natural
moisture absorbing qualities, making it perfect for
regulating body temperature.
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When we make a mattress we don’t follow formulas, we follow our imaginations.
Maybe this explains how we came up with our exclusive Revolution technology:
an innovative Spring-Within-Spring system that can only be found in a Harrison bed.
Our Millennium award-winning technology helps to cradle you in the perfect position.
This increases your support, and ensures your good night’s sleep is better than ever.
Airflow

British Steel

Inside every Revolution pocket spring system there’s
a little miracle at work - two springs that work as one.
It’s a unique system with a small spring sitting inside
a larger one, offering two levels of firmness.
This gives you variable levels of support depending
on your weight, and ensures you always maintain the
best posture.

The Posturfil spring system comprises of flexible
low-height springs encased in breathable pockets
for enhanced ventilation. Their small size and light
weight make them ideal for use in sheets, which
can be layered for a higher spring count. Reacting
instantly to the sleeper’s movements, Posturfil
springs provide targeted support, relieving pressure
on joints and promoting correct spinal alignment.

Airflow does exactly what its name suggests,
channelling air through the mattress fillings and
directing it to the surface. Perforated spring pockets
use each spring’s natural pump action to encourage
circulation. This, along with special air vents, helps
the mattress to breathe. Keeping the fibres - already
resistant to both mildew and damp - fresh and dry
whatever the season.

In line with our commitment to British
manufacturing and becoming world leaders
in sustainable mattress production, Harrison
Spinks have invested £1.8 million in wire drawing
facilities on the British Steel site in Scunthorpe.
Drawing high quality, ultra-fine wire that is used
in world leading Harrison pocket springs.
This creates a closed-loop production process
as all the steel waste is recycled.

Microlution springs represent the latest advance
in mattress technology. Small and supremely
resilient, comprising of a tall mini-spring enclosed
within a High Density (HD) spring. Layered in their
thousands, they contour to the body, keeping the
spine in alignment and reducing pressure points.
A revolutionary advanced spring system, Microlution
springs retain their height and work against the
settlement of your mattress fillings. Designed,
tested and made from wire drawn and coiled at
the Harrison Spinks factory, Microlution springs
represent the best in British manufacturing.

High Density springs. More springs.
More comfort
The HD spring is a real world first. There are up to
2500 of these in a single layer of a king-size mattress,
all made with our lightweight titanium alloy. Smaller
in diameter and height, they are highly flexible and
work completely independently of one another. This
three-dimensional support means they can adapt
to your body’s contours more precisely, which in
turn relieves pressure and gives greater comfort and
lumbar support. They are also good for the layers of
fillings, ensuring they always recover to their original
position.

Titanium Alloy.
Lightness meets strength
We now make all our HD springs with titanium
alloy. These little wonders of engineering have
been redesigned to be 40% lighter than before,
making your mattress easier to rotate. Since the
springs are stronger it makes an already good
night’s sleep that much better.
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Bringing weaving back to Yorkshire
The secret to the perfect sleeping surface is found at the Harrison Spinks factory in Yorkshire,
where our mattress fabric is woven. Here we combine traditional methods with state-of-theart weaving looms to create naturally breathable fabrics for our mattress ticking.

In line with our eco-friendly approach to bed manufacture, our high quality woven fabric has
a ChemFRee finish. Using materials that boast inherently fire retardant properties, the fabric
is then steam finished, meaning no other chemical treatments are required. An innovative but
natural way to top off your sleeping environment.
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Our Revolution pocket spring system ensures you always have the correct spinal alignment.
What’s more, the varying tensions in the spring help to achieve three different levels of support:
gently supportive, medium support and firm support. Which you choose is up to you.

Just right
When a mattress is just right for you it works with you and supports your body evenly.
This alleviates any pressure and keeps your spine perfectly aligned.

How do you sleep?
Whether you are standing up or lying down your spine
always needs to be aligned. This is because a straight spine
puts less strain on your hips and shoulders.

Too soft
When a mattress is too soft for you it can put severe pressure on your lower back.
It is not only uncomfortable, it can cause stiffness the following day.

However, since no two spines are the same, at Harrison
we make beds that are tailored to you and adapt to the contours
of your body. This helps keep your spine aligned no matter what
your sleeping position.
To suit the needs of you and your partner, we can even tailor
each side of the same mattress to a different level of firmness.
That’s why they call us The Sleep Tailors.

Too firm
When a mattress is too firm for you it can create pressure around
the shoulders, hips and the knees, causing a restless night.
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HELIGAN 11200

Comfort from natural fillings

MATTRESS SPRING COUNT 11200, TRUE EDGE BASE 2500 POCKET SPRINGS

Superior award-winning support

FEATURING A HOME GROWN HEMP BLEND

Inside the Heligan mattress 11200 Revolution
and Microlution springs work side by side to
provide greater support. The double side-stitching
ensures you’re supported right up to the edge of
the sleeping surface, offering great stability over
the lifetime of the mattress. Choose from gently
supportive, medium support or firm support.

• Wool and Viscose Blend
• Wool Blend
• Hemp Blend
• Cotton Blend

• Revolution Spring System
• Microlution 5000 Spring System
• Double Side-Stitching
The Heligan’s careful blend of wool, cotton and
hemp creates a soft, yet comfortingly stable filling.
Equipped with Warm Side / Cool Side technology
to regulate your body temperature all year round.

For your health & wellbeing
• ChemFRee Fabric Sleep Surface
• Warm side / Cool side
• Actipro – Allergy-Free

Base: True Edge Base with 2500 Pocket Springs Headboard: Deco Strut Fabric: Africa Kilimanjaro
Cross-section of the Heligan
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Comfort from natural fillings

KEW 13200

• Wool and Viscose Blend
• Wool blend
• Hemp Blend
• Cotton Blend

MATTRESS SPRING COUNT 13200, TRUE EDGE BASE 2500 POCKET SPRINGS

FEATURING MICROLUTION 5000 SPRING SYSTEM

The Kew bed features our Microlution spring
system, layered in their thousands, they contour
to your body, keeping the spine in alignment and
reducing pressure points. Microlution springs retain
their height and work against the settlement of
your mattress fillings. Working in harmony with the

springs are layers of natural hemp and a blend of
the finest wool and cotton. All secured by woollen
tufts to create a luxuriously comfortable sleeping
experience. Choose from gently supportive,
medium support or firm support.

Superior award-winning support
• Revolution Spring System
• Microlution 5000 Spring System
• Posturfil Pocket Springs
• Double Side-Stitching
For your health & wellbeing
• ChemFRee Fabric Sleep Surface
• Warm Side / Cool Side
• Actipro - Allergy-Free

Base: True Edge Base with 2500 Pocket Springs Headboard: Sanderson Strut Fabric: Tundra Sandpiper
Cross-section of the Kew
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Comfort from natural fillings

TREBAH 16200

• Wool and Viscose Blend
• Mohair and Wool Blend
• Hemp Blend
• Egyptian Cotton, Kapok and Alpaca Blend
• Cotton Blend
Superior award-winning support

MATTRESS SPRING COUNT 16200, TRUE EDGE BASE 2500 POCKET SPRINGS

FEATURING AN EGYPTIAN COTTON, KAPOK AND ALPACA BLEND

The Trebah has 16200 springs including our
lightweight HD 2500 titanium alloy springs, and
has been triple side-stitched for generous support
and stability. Choose from gently supportive,
medium support or firm support. Within its
generous layers of natural fillings is a blend of
Egyptian cotton, kapok and alpaca.

Egyptian cotton is soft and its fine strands make
the mattress more breathable and offer a superior
level of comfort. Features Warm Side / Cool Side
technology and is finished with a ChemFRee fabric
sleep surface.

• Revolution Spring System
• Microlution 5000 Spring System
• HD 2500 Lightweight Titanium Alloy Springs
• Triple Side-Stitching
For your health & wellbeing
• ChemFRee Fabric Sleep Surface
• Warm Side / Cool Side
• Actipro- Allergy-Free
• HD Airflow - Breathable Springs

Base: True Edge Base with 2500 Pocket Springs Headboard: Morris Deep Fabric: Tundra Cotton Grass
Cross-section of the Trebah
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Comfort from natural fillings

WISLEY 18200
MATTRESS SPRING COUNT 18200, TRUE EDGE BASE 2500 POCKET SPRINGS

FEATURING A CASHMERE, WOOL AND SILK BLEND

The Wisley’s 18200 springs feature our very
own award-winning Revolution spring system.
Spring-Within-Spring technology offers responsive
support wherever you lie on the mattress. Choose
from gently supportive, medium support
or firm support.

Meanwhile its interior has a delicate blend of the
finest cashmere, wool and silk for a luxuriously soft
sleeping experience. The mattress is finished with
triple-side-stitching for increased stability.

• Wool and Viscose Blend
• Cashmere, Wool and Silk Blend
• Egyptian Cotton, Kapok and Alpaca Blend
• Cotton Blend
Superior award-winning support
• Revolution Spring System
• Microlution 5000 Spring System
• HD 2500 Lightweight Titanium Alloy Springs
• Posturfil Pocket Springs
• Triple-Side-Stitching
For your health & wellbeing
• ChemFRee Fabric Sleep Surface
• Warm Side / Cool Side
• Actipro - Allergy-Free
• HD Airflow - Breathable Springs

Base: True Edge Base with 2500 Pocket Springs Headboard: Andalucia Deep Fabric: Africa Zanzibar
Cross-section of the Wisley
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A fine choice of fabrics
Our carefully selected fabrics add the detail to every Harrison bed,
and can each be upholstered in a contemporary textile from one
of our collections. Beautiful textures, a subtle colour palette and
delicate designs mean we can tailor the look as well as the comfort
of your bed.

Africa*

Tundra*

Lux*

Tanami*

Serengeti

Masai Mara

Sandpiper

Aurora

Porcelain

Indigo

Cassowary

Lemur

Kilimanjaro

Cotton Grass

Reindeer Moss

Chateau

Caramel

Ayers Rock

Safari

Elephant

Bearberry

Lapland

Walnut Whip

Mulberry

Wallaby

Bison

Arctic Fox

Oyster

Crema

Koala

Imperial

Caviar

Gold Coast

Cleaning the easy way
We understand that your bed will go through a lot
during its life. It’s for that reason that we wanted
to provide you with a solution to keep it in pristine
condition. Introducing Aqua Clean, exclusive to
Harrison. Aqua Clean provides a protective layer
enabling you to simply wipe away any marks or stains
using a few droplets of water.

Zanzibar

Using a damp cloth you can remove accidental marks
from your headboard and divan base. Harrison fabrics
that have been treated with Aqua Clean allow you to
clean away ink, shoe polish, coffee and even scuff marks.

R

Bondi Surf
* The fabrics within this family benefit from Aqua Clean technology.
Please note that fabrics may be subject to change from time to time as we introduce new fabric options to the range. Please refer to the swatch book instore for exact colour references.
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Contemporary headboards

Orient Strut

Mackintosh Strut & Deep

Henley Deep

Sonnet Strut

A bed never quite feels complete without a headboard. Our designs range
from the latest full height styles, to those with a simple traditional feel
and strutted fixings. All in our luxurious range of fabrics.

Liberty Deep

Lalique Deep

Courvoisier Deep

Nouveau Strut & Deep

Deco Strut & Deep

Andalucia Strut & Deep

Escher Strut & Deep

Brenchley Deep

Claverton Deep

Williamsburg Deep

Rosenthal Strut & Deep

Morris Strut & Deep

Sanderson Strut & Deep
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True Edge

The foundation of a good night's sleep
All mattresses in the Essential Collection now have the option of being partnered with a Deep or Shallow base in either 2500 True Edge or Platform Top.

Exclusive to Harrison, True Edge uses a combination of a row of
springs on the outer edge of the mattress and a strong supportive
timber perimeter to the pocket sprung base; this delivers comfort
and support in the sleeping areas as well as durability to the hard
working sides of the bed.
Increasing the sleeping surface due to its edge-to-edge support
and eliminating the feeling that you may roll or fall, True Edge
allows you to benefit from as much room as possible in bed and
enjoy an undisturbed night’s sleep.

Platform Top
Shallow Base
(with legs)

2500 True Edge
Shallow Divan
(with legs)

Reinforced
Platform Top Base

2500 True Edge
Deep Divan

Available with all Essential
Collection mattresses, this
shallow divan base on legs
provides a more contemporary
look. Available with any
Harrison headboard and can be
upholstered in your choice of
fabric from the Harrison range.

Benefiting from our exclusive
True Edge design, this shallow
divan base features 2500 springs,
providing deeper comfort and
improving the performance and
lifetime of the mattress. The base
and complementary headboard
can be upholstered in any of the
Harrison fabrics.

Providing a sturdy foundation
for your mattress, the Reinforced
Platform Top Base offers a smart
alternative to bed legs. The base
can be upholstered to match your
headboard and customised with a
variety of storage options.

Featuring 2500 springs for a
luxury feel, this deep divan base
with inset castors is handmade
using some wood harvested
from our own Yorkshire forest.
Benefiting from our own exclusive
True Edge design and available
with four storage options,
this choice of base can also be
upholstered in a range of fabric
choices to match your headboard.
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Smarter storage

Bed frames made better

There is more to our divans than meets the eye. Tucked away are 4 different ways to
configure the drawers, with either Standard or Continental drawer sizes.

The contemporary alternative to a divan. There are six low bed frames to choose from and
two bed frames with footboards. Each is upholstered with your choice of our luxurious fabrics
and you can choose the colour of the legs too. As always, we don’t compromise on comfort,
which is why each bed frame features a full True Edge pocket sprung base.

4 Standard Drawers

2 Standard Drawers

Mackintosh Low Bed Frame

2 Continental and 2 Standard Drawers

Liberty Low Bed Frame

Nouveau Low Bed Frame

2 Standard Drawers (Single)

Andalucia Low Bed Frame

Storage is not available on shallow divan bases or bed frames.

Deco Low Bed Frame

Andalucia Low Bed Frame with Footboard

Orient Low Bed Frame

Orient Low Bed Frame with Footboard
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Harrison Spinks is a fifth-generation family owned and run business
dating back to 1840 and is one of Great Britain’s most established
and innovative bed makers. It is the most vertically integrated bed
manufacturer in the world, from drawing its own wire and manufacturing
patented pocket springs, to weaving ChemFRee fabric for its mattresses
and growing natural fillings on its own 300-acre farm in Yorkshire.
In 2018 Harrison Spinks was proudly awarded two Queen’s Awards for
Enterprise in Innovation and International Trade. This was the second
time the company received two Queens Awards in one year, having
previously received the Enterprise in Sustainable Development
and Innovation awards in 2013.
Harrison is part of the Harrison Spinks family of companies and in
addition to luxury handmade beds and mattresses, it is a supplier of
quality components to the bed, furniture, footwear and automotive
industries through its Components Division.

Harrison Spinks Ltd. The Innovation Centre, Westland Road, Leeds, West Yorkshire LS11 5SB
Tel: +44 (0) 113 2055200 Fax: +44 (0) 113 2719739
Email: info@harrisonbeds.co.uk www.harrisonspinks.co.uk/harrison

